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There are a Number of Breach Response 
Remediation Providers in the Marketplace
At a minimum, breach response remediation providers offer mail and/or email notifi cation 
services, and a call center for more in-depth answers to questions an affected individual might 
have about the breach. 

Other potential services offered could be:

• Address list search and management
• Return mail management
• Audit documentation (should a lawsuit or investigation result from the breach)
• Informational breach-specifi c website creation and management

Providers may also offer credit monitoring, identity monitoring and identity theft solutions 
depending on what kind of Personal Identifi able Information (PII) was breached.

Traditionally, these services are either identifi ed in a pre-breach situation by clients who want 
to prepare, or in a post-breach situation after a data breach incident has occurred. Obviously 
one would prefer to research and vet these service providers, and then negotiate a contract 
ahead of time, but that is not always feasible.

This white paper will outline questions to ask and things to look for in both a pre-breach and 
post-breach situation.
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Where to Turn When Things Go Sideways?
Some important things to consider before hiring
a Breach Response Remediation Provider.

Data breaches can have big impacts on a business’s bottom line. Hiring an 
experienced and qualifi ed breach response remediation provider can help 
mitigate some of the costs, ensuring an effi cient and legally-compliant 
response strategy.

Shawn Melito, who leads NPC’s Integrated Print & Digital Solutions’ Data Breach Response, 
shares some insight on how to choose the right data breach remediation provider in an 
interview conducted by Meaghan McCluskey from Nymity in its Privacy Interviews with 
Experts series.

Nymity: What value is there in hiring external help when a data breach is discovered, rather 
than handling the matter internally? 

Melito: There are two major benefi ts to hiring external help in a data breach situation.

First, working with an expert that has experience handling hundreds of breaches allows you to 
leverage their experience and all of their lessons learned. Clients need to rely on key partners 
that have done this in the past and can steady the ship, so to speak, when all of the captains 
are recommending a different course or direction.

Second, in today’s economic climate, chances are your print house and call centers are already 
optimized for capacity. Adding a large mailing to existing print production schedules or 
thousands of calls to an already-busy call center could result in expensive overtime, delays, 
hold times or upset clients and staff. 

Nymity: What are the risks to organizations in not contracting a breach response remediation 
provider, either prior to experiencing a data breach or following the discovery of a breach? 

Melito: Prior to discovering a breach, the risks in not contracting a breach response provider 
are not being able to shop around, vet and get comfortable with the provider you may end up 
using, and getting things like service agreements negotiated and executed. Post-breach risks 
are the same, plus at this point you will probably have a number of deadlines from regulators 
and pressures from the executive team, the board, the press, etc., to get this breach handled 
properly and quickly, and you might not choose the best “fi t” for your organization.

Nymity: Do organizations set thresholds for how large or complex a data breach must be 
before activating a service provider it may have on contract (e.g., Personally Identifi able 
Information of more than 500 people is affected, or the breach spans more than 3 states)?

Melito: Yes, but companies often realize that after trying to handle their fi rst breach, 
regardless of size — even in small cases — it’s just easier to contract the services required than 
handling it in-house. Believe it or not, we regularly handle breaches of 500 people and less. 

Nymity: What are the biggest barriers to an organization securing a contract with a 
provider?

Melito: There usually aren’t many, as most providers try to be as easy to work with and secure 
as possible. Sometimes indemnity and data use clauses within Business Associate Agreements 
can’t be resolved, but that is very rare.
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Selecting the Right Breach Response Provider
in a Pre-Breach Situation
If your organization has already purchased cyber (data breach) insurance 
you will want to fi nd out from your risk management group if you are 
allowed to engage any provider or if there is predetermined list you need 
to choose from. 

Regardless, do your research on the providers available.

20 QUESTIONS TO ASK WHEN SELECTING A 
DATA BREACH RESPONSE REMEDIATION PROVIDER

1 What history does the vendor have in providing data breach response services? 

Have they been doing it for years and handled many different sizes and types of  
cases (fi nancial services, health care, education, retail, etc.), or are they new to the 
business?

How much experience does the vendor have dealing specifi cally with data breach 
response incidents?

Just because a provider has experience with mailings and/or call centers doesn’t 
mean they can properly handle the nuances of a data breach response case.

What is the vendor’s privacy and security protocols? 

Some things to consider:

  •   Levels of security, both IT and physical

  •   Does the vendor have any special security clearances?

  •   Secure fi le transfer options 

  •   How quickly does the vendor delete the data after the case is fi nished? 

  •   Always a good idea to engage your IT team to review security and privacy 
protocols to ensure they are, at a minimum, equivalent to those at your 
organization.

How quickly can the vendor respond to a breach incident? 

In most cases an organization has a limited amount of time — 45 days, perhaps — to 
investigate and respond to a data breach. The investigation portion of a breach case 
usually takes the longest amount of time, leaving little time to respond. 

Be sure your vendor can notify and set up a call center within a few days of receiving 
the address list, letter templates and FAQs (Frequently Asked Questions). 

How responsive is the vendor? 

Breach response is not a 9 to 5 job. When a data breach happens a vendor needs to 
be available whenever the affected organization needs them. Make sure the vendor’s 
sales, client management and customer service staff is both readily available and 
responsive to requests.
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Does the vendor outsource any services or are they all done in-house? 

Outsourcing of any core breach services can lead to longer set-up and turnaround 
times. This can also create less fl exibility when making any last-minute changes to a 
letter or email, or adding an FAQ to the call center. Make sure the vendor can handle 
these types of changes and get them completed quickly and easily.

What is the vendor’s available production capacity for notifi cation services? 

For data breaches with a high number of affected individuals who need notifi ed, 
make sure you know how many letters the vendor can print and mail per day (keep 
in mind you do not want to overwhelm the call center so agents can effi ciently and 
effectively respond to any and all questions by concerned callers).

What procedures does the vendor have to prevent “double-stuffs?” 

“Double-stuffs” or multi-letter inserts or double feeds can occur when two different 
letters  are inserted into one envelope and then mailed to only one individual. 
This would be considered a breach on top of a breach. Many sophisticated mail 
notifi cation providers have dedicated barcodes on each letter and camera systems in 
place to prevent double-stuffs.

Do the vendor’s employees have a well-rounded knowledge of the applicable state and 
federal privacy laws? 

It is benefi cial when members of the vendor’s data breach response team possess 
relevant privacy credentials — for example, any of the CIPP (Certifi ed Information 
Privacy Professional) designations from the IAPP (International Association of 
Privacy Professionals).

What type of privacy or data breach-related training do the vendor’s employees have?

This is especially important for anyone handling breach notifi cations or working in 
the call center?

What kind of address list management services does the provider have? 

Any duplicate or multiple names and addresses should be removed so an affected 
individual doesn’t receive more than one letter. 

Deceased suppression should be offered to remove records of any deceased 
individuals. 

Make sure you know how many years the vendor’s NCOA (National Change of 
Address) search goes back to ensure correct change-of-address information.

What kind of address search services does the vendor have? 

Organizations often have old or incomplete data. Can the vendor fi nd recent contact 
info with only a combination of names, Social Security Numbers, dates of birth, older 
addresses, etc.?

Is the vendor doing everything it can (postal pre-sort, co-mail, Coding Accuracy 
Support System, etc.) to ensure that the breached organization is receiving the 
maximum amount of postal discounts?

Usually mail notifi cations are required to be sent fi rst class, but there are other 
options to help reduce postage.
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Depending on the situation, an organization may be able to notify affected individuals 
via email. If so, what email notifi cation options does the vendor have? 

Find out what the vendor does to increase the chances of email delivery because 
recipients cannot read the breach notifi cation if it never reaches their inbox.

After deliverability, make sure the vendor can provide detailed email notifi cation 
reporting capabilities.

Does the vendor provide or work directly with providers of credit monitoring, identity 
monitoring and identity theft resolution services? 

Depending on the breach situation these services may not be necessary, but it is 
good to know that the vendor has experience with the processes and contacts 
necessary to offer them.

What are the call center rules on following the predetermined set of FAQs? 

Do they have a 100 percent “no-improvisation” policy or are the operators allowed to 
ad-lib? Most privacy lawyers want their FAQs followed exactly to ensure that correct 
and consistent information is being communicated. Another consideration is to see if 
the call center is equipped to record all calls for a data breach incident. 

How many call center operators are on staff?

These numbers are especially important to know during projected peak call center 
times. These times are typically immediately following the breach notifi cation 
delivery.

What are the call center procedures on escalations and/or complaints from callers? 

Set procedures should be established on how to deal with escalations — determine if 
these calls should be forwarded to the client, a privacy attorney or a public relations 
representative.

Also, determine a set response time for escalated calls and the type of calls a vendor 
should escalate (for example, should the vendor forward credit monitoring and/or 
identity theft issues directly to the appropriate service providers?).

Can the vendor handle return mail? 

Large breaches, especially ones with older or incomplete address lists, can have 
hundreds, thousands or even millions of pieces of returned mail. If this is the case 
with your data breach incident, make sure the vendor is equipped to receive, record, 
store and/or securely destroy these pieces — and handle the projected volume.

What information is the vendor able to return to the breached organization or their 
lawyers at the end of each stage of the remediation process?

Unfortunately, more and more breaches are followed by lawsuits and investigations. 
These following types of documentation may be vital to an organization’s defense:

  • Images of each notifi cation mailed
  •  Email notifi cation delivery rates
  •  Reports of all calls handled
  •  Return mail tracking

As with all checklists, this is not an exhaustive list but it is a good a starting point. 
Each organization will have additional or more in-depth questions it should be asking.
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Engaging a Breach Response Provider
in a Post-Breach Situation
Organizations often fi nd themselves in a reactive state when looking for help after a data 
breach has been identifi ed. In this situation, even though timelines are shortened, you should 
still refer to the “20 questions to ask when selecting a data breach response remediation 
provider.” 

In addition, your fi rst call after learning of a breach should be to an independent privacy 
attorney, sometimes called a “breach coach.” These lawyers are experts in handling data 
breach situations.

If you have cyber insurance, your insurer should have a list of breach coaches to choose from, 
and they will have most likely engaged these breach coaches in the past and trust them with 
managing a case like yours.

While some organizations may want to try handling a breach in-house, using one of these 
breach coaches is highly advisable and may be required by your insurance. All of the 
reputable and experienced remediation providers will have worked with these lawyers in the 
past, and have excellent relationships and procedures already in place. Many organizations 
and insurers also prefer that the breach coaches retain forensic investigators, remediation 
providers, and public relations fi rms so that attorney-client privilege is maintained.

Once a breach coach is engaged the majority of direction comes from them. The address list, 
notifi cation content, call center FAQs and other documentation is usually provided by the 
breach coach, as they are the ones communicating with the forensic investigators, the client 
and the public relations fi rm (if engaged).

The breach coach will also provide notifi cation to state and federal law enforcement, and 
regulators (state Attorneys General, the HHS OCR, and any other organizations who need to 
be notifi ed).

Of course, a breached organization can be as involved as it wants during the breach 
investigation and remediation process, but it is vital for a breach coach to be in charge to 
ensure smooth case management. Breached organizations always have input on notifi cation 
letter content, call center FAQs and any press releases about the incident.
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Do NOT wait for a data breach to happen. Start shopping and preparing now for all of 
the different breach response providers you will need (privacy lawyers, forensics, public 
relations, notifi cation  call center, credit monitoring, etc.).

Find out if your organization has cyber insurance. If you do, you may only be allowed to 
choose from a select group of breach response remediation providers.

Hire someone with years of experience handling hundreds of data breaches, not 
someone new to the business. Their employees should be able to “talk the privacy talk” 
as well as you do, and have the credentials to back it up.

Inventory all of your stored PII (Personal Identifi able Information) and know what a 
“worst-case” breach scenario could look like. Should a hacker get into your system, all 
of your fi les (HR, clients, healthcare, communications, etc.) could be compromised at 
the same time. Be sure to match your provider’s capacity (total number of notifi cations 
that can be mailed per day, maximum number of call center operators, etc.) with your 
potential breach exposure. Make sure the vendor can handle the potential volume.

Work directly with the source. Some vendors say they handle all phases of the breach 
response when in reality they are outsourcing some of the work and marking-up your 
cost for the majority of the services they provide. Work with a true “one-stop shop” to 
receive faster turnaround times, more fl exibility and a better client experience.
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Top 5 Recommendations
For organizations considering engaging a breach response 
remediation provider (in order of importance)
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About NPC
NPC provides simple, no-hassle integrated print and digital solutions for your document, 
data and information needs. Our promise to customers is simple: “Listening. Understanding. 
Delivering.” NPC’s dedicated workforce of nearly 500 employees is large enough to deliver on 
any big or complex need, yet small enough to offer personalized one-to-one service.

NPC’s Immersion® Data Breach Response, a leader in the cyber insurance and privacy 
communities, delivers high-quality and cost-effective solutions that include mail and email 
notifi cation, address list management, return mail management, audit documentation, and 
incident-specifi c call center services. 

Our experience in data breach notifi cation began in 2006 when the infamous laptop 
was stolen from a Veterans Affairs employee. NPC helped notify over 28 million affected 
individuals. Since then, NPC’s credentialed privacy professionals have gained extensive
in-the-trenches experience assisting customers during hundreds of data breach incidents.

About Shawn Melito
Shawn brings over 20 years of business experience — including 10 
years as a privacy professional — to lead NPC’s Immersion® Data 
Breach Response team. Shawn, who has a CIPP/US certifi cation that 
demonstrates a strong foundation in U.S. private-sector privacy laws 
and regulations, provides customers advice and practical solutions to 
help prevent and respond to data breach incidents. He has served as a 
management consultant for NPC, Inc. since 2012.

www.npcweb.com

shawn.melito@npcweb.com
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